Find a current review article or literature review article on domestic violence treatment/therapy approaches. Paste the APA citation below.
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Checking out Bilingual education:


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>SocINDEX with Full Text database.</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Explain the search strategy you used and why this was the most relevant article you retrieved.**

I searched "domestic violence" and "treatment" and "therapy approaches" I went to the Psych Resources and to PsychInfo to search for the article and this was one of the first articles that came up and it seemed relevant and interesting I typed in domestic violence and therapy, because typing everything was too narrow. After I found the article I clicked on the "cites" tab and it gave me the APA citation.

I went to psych info and used key search terms such as domestic violence and therapy. I then chose the article that I felt represented the topic well and selected "cite" and then copy and pasted the APA one.

I searched "domestic violence" and "treatment" as the subjects, selecting peer-reviewed and a current time frame (2000-2010). I then looked at a few abstracts, and I chose this article because it described in its abstract the evaluation of therapy techniques for reducing domestic violence. Domestic violence, treatment and approaches. Gave an overview of treatments of domestic violence to help lead to more articles on the topic

**Psychinfo**

search domestic violence AND treatment
Select Peer Review
Select Literature review

I first used the Thesaurus to confirm the term "Domestic Violence" was the best to search. I
searched "domestic violence AND treatment". The search revealed a variety of articles and I sifted through them until I found one that addressed both the treatment and a specific therapeutic approach.

I first went to Psych Info database and conducted a new search there. I knew I wanted to search domestic violence so I used that as my main "subject" search and also inputted the word treatment as another subject. I narrowed down my searches to peer reviewed and assured that the methodology was under "literature review." I went ahead to look at the articles and see which would be more helpful for me knowing how to effectively treat a domestic violence case. I wanted a full text article and so I made sure that there was a link for the PDF of a full text. I also used the 360 search to see if different articles were offered in full text. I felt this article provided a good background to domestic violence and would be helpful information when working with a domestic violence case. Clinical implications are highlighted in this article, and I feel would be effective in therapeutic work.

I specified literature review, typed domestic violence in the search criteria, as well as, treatment. I then scanned the titles and read a few abstracts before deciding on the best option.

I copied the subject and technique requested. Opened the EBSCO search engine placed the subject domestic violence in the first engine set it as subject the places psychotherapy in the additional linked search engine. I chose two databases. Requested peer review in the advanced search.

I looked for bilingual ed in eric, adjusting the publication dates and looking specifically for elementary students.

I copied and pasted the subject from the question above and then pasted it into Ebsco. After clicking the article, I went to the right hand menu were it says cite, clicked it, and copied and pasted the APA style citation.

I went to PsycINFO and searched for domestic violence and treatment and found this article 5th down on the list. I think this article is great in explaining some of the treatment and therapy approaches in the issue of domestic violence.

I searched journal databases for domestic violence and chose this article because of my interest with integrative psychotherapy approach.

Selected multiple search engines. Typed in "domestic violence" and "treatment" then looked for a full text article. Also had peer review checked off. Domestic violence and treatment are very broad topics. Easy to find lots of articles (158 articles). If needed to, I could have narrowed my topic to something more specific. The article I found was fairly new (2009) and encompassed everything I needed to find.

I used the PsycINFO database, pasted "domestic violence treatment/therapy approaches". This was the most relevant article because of the words "approaches", "treatment", and "violence" were within the title of the article.

I went to PsyC Info. It talks exactly about the topic and therapy approaches for domestic violence and is very current.

I looked up "domestic violence" and "treatment" in the thesaurus to make sure that these were acceptable search terms, typed them in the search boxes and searched them as subjects. I also checked peer reviewed and literature review before actually searching for the article. I browsed the articles and read the abstracts to see which article was most relevant for this assignment.

I used to search domestic violence as subject, and the treatment as subject too. And I also searched...
It focused on domestic violence, and the treatment. but it only focused on women, so I might have to look for more literatures.

Use keyword search: Domestic violence AND treatment OR therapy under (SU Subject) - Literature review, from 2005 to 2010